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Reading Racialization: Yadé Kara’s  
Selam Berlin

Yasemin Yildiz

In a context that denies the workings of race, engagements with its impact are 

not always easily discernible. This essay argues that Yadé Kara’s 2003 novel 

Selam Berlin can be read as an overlooked literary negotiation of this “political 

racelessness” (Goldberg) through its nuanced attention to racialization. Building 

on critical accounts from Frantz Fanon to Sara Ahmed, the essay contours the 

specific nature of racialization from the vantage point of those subjected to it and 

demonstrates how the novel narrativizes the components of this quotidian pro-

cess. Rather than merely describing it, however, the novel makes racialization’s 

impact palpable via an affective pedagogy targeted at the reader.

Before the antiracist uprisings against police brutality and systemic racism under the 
banner of Black Lives Matter arrived in Germany in 2020, debates about racism had 
already agitated German public discourse two years earlier.1 Summer 2018 saw the 
spread of the hashtag #metwo on German twitter. Inspired by the powerful testimo-
nials to sexual abuse under #metoo, the German hashtag invited those with “two” 
(or more) identities to share their experiences of racist discrimination in Germany. 
Gießen-based college student Ali Can had created the hashtag in the wake of soccer 
player Mesut Özil’s high-profile resignation from the German national team.2 Perhaps 
the most potent symbol of so-called integration after his inclusion in the national team 
in 2009, Özil had come under massive attack for a picture he took with autocratic 
Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdoğan earlier in 2018 and was subsequently made 
the central scapegoat for the German soccer team’s embarrassing loss at the World 
Cup that year.3 Throughout this period, his Germanness was incessantly questioned. 
Özil finally resigned via a long social media statement that became an instant event.4 
There he highlighted, on the one hand, his right to a dual identity—“I have two 
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hearts, one German and one Turkish”—and, on the other hand, the long-standing 
racist treatment he was subjected to by German media, soccer officials, politicians, 
other elites, and regular soccer fans, which had now fully surfaced.5 Özil concluded 
his resignation, “I am German when we win, but an immigrant when we lose.” In 
response, many of those whom he criticized dismissed Özil’s accusations sharply and 
questioned even the possibility of him having experienced racism at all.6 It was against 
this dismissal in particular that #metwo invited others to share their own stories of 
racism in Germany. Taking off after journalist Malcolm Ohanwe posted about his 
experiences as a Black German, thousands of people of a variety of backgrounds 
followed the invitation and posted tweets with their own experiences in schools, at 
workplaces, in public spaces, and when seeking jobs or apartments, writing short 
testimonial vignettes in the digital format.7 These tweets in turn drew the attention 
of the mainstream press, which republished such stories within their own formats.8 
Through the social media interventions by these minorities—from global sports 
celebrity Özil to activist student Can, from journalist Ohanwe to the numerous other 
contributors to the hashtag—the contested presence and functioning of everyday 
racism in postwar Germany came, temporarily, to the fore.

That it took the voices and efforts of so many “players” to make the existence of 
everyday racism visible and at least briefly acknowledged in the contemporary public 
sphere begins to illuminate the massive forces they were up against in the discursive 
landscape of race in Germany. Underwritten by the weight of the Nazi past, race-
based arguments have been deemed illegitimate in the postwar public sphere.9 As Rita 
Chin points out, however, “the injunction against invoking race did not prevent the 
fundamental components of racial formation—ideologies of essentialism and absolute 
difference, as well as social and economic hierarchies of differential rights—from 
operating in postwar Germany.”10 The effect of this injunction was instead to dele-
gitimize any explicit public race talk after Nazism’s defeat.11 This denial of the oper-
ations of race and with it racism, even as they persist, is facilitated by and generates 
further “amnesia,” as Fatima El-Tayeb argues.12 An active, repeated forgetting, this 
amnesia frames both the presence of minorities across European history and their 
experiences of racism as an unexpected novelty eternally encountered as if for the 
first time.13 We can see this in the surprised response by many mainstream outlets 
to the #metwo hashtag stories. Meanwhile, there is, for instance, little trace within 
German cultural memory of poet Semra Ertan’s 1982 self-immolation in Hamburg as 
an act of protest against relentless racist discrimination.14 David Theo Goldberg has 
described this split structure—the workings of race and racism, on the one hand, and 
the denial of its existence and significance, on the other—as “political racelessness” 
and argued that it constitutes the hallmark of “racial Europeanization.”15 “Political 
racelessness” in this context means that there is no sanctioned political language, no 
vocabulary, no categories, and no lens available for registering and articulating the 
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multi-layered production and working of race. To nevertheless speak about race and 
racism in such a context therefore always carries with it the threat of being cast out 
as unintelligible or illegitimate.

How then can one tell a story about race and racism under conditions of political 
racelessness? Rather than highlight explicitly anti-racist and critical interventions that 
are not afraid to challenge the taboo head-on,16 the remainder of this essay revisits a 
literary work that eschews any directly confrontational language and, instead, in tone 
and format squarely positions itself in a popular, that is, seemingly “raceless,” field. 
Written in a breezy and colloquial style, Yadé Kara’s 2003 debut novel Selam Berlin 
(Hey Berlin) takes up the fall of the Berlin Wall in often humorous ways from a Turk-
ish-German perspective.17 Set between the dates of the fall of the Wall on November 
9, 1989 and the political unification of East and West Germany on October 3, 1990, 
Selam Berlin follows the story of Hasan Kazan, a 19-year-old Turkish-German Ber-
liner and his family and friends. Hasan has grown up moving back and forth between 
his native Berlin and Istanbul but has a strong identification as “Berlinli.”18 Eager 
to participate in this historic moment, he quickly finds that the events have a much 
bigger and more personal impact on his life than anticipated. It is soon revealed that 
his father, a travel agent in Kreuzberg who used to dream of a socialist revolution, 
had a long-term affair with a woman in East Berlin and a second family shielded by 
the Wall.19 The fall of the Wall thus leads directly to the break-up and uneasy recon-
figuration of the Kazan family rather than uniting them. Sympathetic but at times 
hapless, Hasan, a protagonist with picaresque features, meanwhile searches for his 
own path and place during this historical-cum-familial upheaval, which leads him to 
a variety of encounters and experiences that allow the novel to chart the plethora of 
scenes and moods of post-Wall Berlin. From an unhappy affair to a difficult search for 
an apartment and a job to a disillusioning stint on a film set, numerous experiences 
reshape the initially optimistic and easygoing teenager until he reaches a violent 
breaking point and has to reconsider his future.

Considered variously as the first Turkish-German Wenderoman,20 as Berlin 
literature,21 or as a novel of postmigration, transculturality, and hybridity,22 Selam 
Berlin has been hailed by most critics for its playfulness and “new kind of creative 
energy,”23 while others have described it as rather “slight . . . caricatural . . . cliché”24 
due to its frequent use of hyperbole and stereotype for comic effect. While these 
different framings identify important facets and genre affinities of the novel, the 
following essay draws attention to a thread that surfaces throughout the book but 
that to date has been only peripherally registered. Many scholars briefly remark on 
the presence of “xenophobia,” “discrimination,” “othering,” and even “racism” in 
the novel but subsume those experiences under “stigma” and “stereotype” and do 
not pursue them further.25 In contrast, I contend that the novel conveys something 
much more specific than these mostly generic descriptors imply: Selam Berlin time 
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and again delineates and makes palpable the de/formative process of racialization 
from the vantage point of those subjected to it. Racialization, as I elaborate more fully 
below, describes the process of being made different and on that basis being denied 
access to self-determination and to resources. That racialization should be so central 
in a story set in the aftermath of the fall of the Wall is not a coincidence. After all, 
this period has been recognized as—often violently—recalibrating racial formation 
in a newly unifying country.26 Yet the novel’s contribution goes beyond this specific 
context and beyond mere description. As I demonstrate, Selam Berlin renders the 
experience of racialization through a variety of narrative means that amount to an 
affective pedagogy targeted at the reader. It is in this manner that Selam Berlin ulti-
mately negotiates political racelessness: by making the elements of this experience 
felt rather than spoken.

In the following, I draw on key theorists such as Frantz Fanon and Sara Ahmed 
to identify the specific components of racialization and then show how Selam Berlin 
mobilizes these at different narrative levels. Through the in-depth analysis of an 
early key scene, I establish that it is indeed racialization that is at stake in the novel 
before going on to highlight how the novel conveys the centrality of repetition in this 
process. As my reading shows, the novel grapples specifically with the racialization of 
Turkishness. Yet it probes this racialization as emerging from a relational process of 
shifting constellations, involving, in particular, figurations of Jewishness and Black-
ness. Finally, I demonstrate how the narrative’s construction of its protagonist-narra-
tor’s partial knowledge about racialization serves as a means of its affective pedagogy.

By contouring the specificity of racialization and pursuing its textual configura-
tion in a literary text, this essay seeks to contribute to the growing German studies 
scholarship on contemporary workings of race.27 The tools of literary analysis, it 
hopes to show, can be mobilized in addressing the problem of political racelessness 
in nuanced ways. As the example of Selam Berlin suggests, they can help identify 
overlooked modes of knowledge about the workings of race in unexpected places. 
Before entering into the specific close readings, however, a fuller definition and 
account of racialization is necessary.

Coordinates of Racialization
Racialization takes us to the domain of the everyday. The tendency to associate racism 
exclusively with Nazism or with egregious United States practices of segregation and 
mistreatment under Jim Crow has established a high bar for the recognition of partic-
ular acts, practices, and experiences in postwar Europe as racism and has particularly 
obscured its quotidian forms. The foundational work of sociologist Philomena Essed 
since the 1980s has been crucial in identifying the nature and workings of everyday 
racism in this regard.28 Essed’s approach is based on the detailed description and 
analysis of everyday acts of racism and discrimination from the vantage point of those 
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experiencing them. Her research has identified a number of its core characteristics: 
first, it consists of often seemingly small acts in mundane settings in which the way 
the body is read leads to differential treatment; second, these mundane acts are 
experienced as everyday racism only through their repeated nature; and third, those 
experiencing these acts frequently question their own perception of the situation 
before concluding they have encountered discrimination.

Although Essed exclusively uses the concept of “everyday racism,” her findings 
echo what others have described as racialization. In its psychoanalytically grounded, 
phenomenological understanding, this concept goes back to anticolonial critic Franz 
Fanon.29 In his famous chapter “The Fact of Blackness” in Black Skin, White Masks, 
Fanon illuminates the process of becoming marked as a racialized subject upon arriv-
ing in France in phenomenological detail and with stylistic verve. He highlights, in 
particular, the impact of the white gaze as disquietingly challenging the subject’s own 
claims in the world and sealing him instead into “crushing objecthood.”30 Although he 
can at first laugh away such instances, their incessant repetition leads to a fragmen-
tation not just of the racialized subject’s self-image but his very “bodily schema.”31 A 
much-cited scene in a train where a white child calls to his mother, “Look, a N---o!,” 
finally manifests an interpellation whose work goes beyond the gaze and makes his 
bodily schema “crumbl[e],” so that he becomes “on that day, completely dislocated.”32 
Though written in an entirely different mode and philosophical framework, we can 
note that, as Essed did after him, Fanon draws attention to mundane settings and 
encounters, the significance of repetition, and the unsettling impact on the sense 
of being a body in the world of the person thus racialized. In contrast to everyday 
racism, however, the concept of racialization highlights more explicitly the notion 
of a process as well as the (re)making of subjects. As El-Tayeb notes, much public 
and scholarly discourse focuses on “minority populations’ ‘difference’ rather than 
the process by which they are produced as different again and again.”33 A focus on 
racialization addresses this blind spot. Fanon’s emphasis on arrival in a new place 
further suggests that this process is context-specific and relational.34

Fanon’s insights have been developed by subsequent scholars who have increas-
ingly paid attention to racialization as not just shaping those marked by it in deni-
grating ways but also those (un)marked as “white.” Feminist theorist Sara Ahmed, 
for instance, describes racialization as linked to how much space one can occupy 
in the world without blockage.35 “Fanon’s phenomenology of the black body,” she 
suggests, “would be better described in terms of the bodily and social experience of 
restriction, uncertainty, and blockage.”36 It is thus, that “when someone’s whiteness 
is in dispute, . . . they come under ‘stress,’ which in turn threatens bodily motility, 
or what the body ‘can do.’”37 Anthropologist Didier Fassin provides another facet 
to the bodily dimension of racialization, building once again on the importance of 
repetition.38 As he puts it, racialization “does not proceed from isolated external 
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events: it is their accumulation and their internalization over time that give a sense 
of discrimination.”39 Because of the importance of internalization, “racial embodi-
ment . . . involves the thickness of the body,” which in turn draws on and produces 
a wider frame of “structural and temporal depth.”40 This observation illuminates, for 
instance, why certain “ethnic drag” experiments must fail: “thickness” and “depth” 
are missing from experiments in which people who are not usually subjected to 
everyday racism put on “ethnic drag” for a limited time to “experience” it.41 These 
coordinates of racialization—mundaneness, uncertainty, repetition, internalization, 
blockage, thickness, and (de)formation of the subject, facilitated by ascriptions to and 
gazes at a body in specific contexts and conditions of relationality—are what we find, 
to a surprising degree and at different textual levels, in Selam Berlin.

Un-Settled: Anatomy of a Scene
Let us turn to a crucial early scene to see first how it is indeed racialization—rather 
than identity search, cultural hybridity, or even generic discrimination—that is 
repeatedly at stake in the novel. After witnessing the fall of the Wall on TV in Istanbul, 
where he has just completed his Abitur at the German school, Hasan decides to join 
the “Berlin party” and thus heads back to his hometown with the explicit goal of no 
longer living in “transit.”42 Upon arriving in the city, he takes his usual subway line to 
go home. On the train, he observes East Berliners in their exploration of the Western 
part of the city for the first time. He notes both their “beige and grey” clothing and 
their “wide awake” eyes drawn to everything “bright and glittering,” noting all the 
consumer goods now within their reach.43 With his bemused look at East Germans, 
the protagonist participates in a well-known, somewhat condescending, “Western” 
gaze that has become a trope of the post-Mauerfall period.44

When the subway enters a dark tunnel and the “Marlboro Cowboys disappear,” 
however, the East Berliners stop looking out the window and notice Hasan instead 
(Kara, 21). Suddenly, he turns from the subject of a gaze to the object of others’ 
gazes. Hasan immediately notices them looking at him in a strange way: “Were my 
pants unzipped? . . . Was I from another planet? I felt assessed like a camel in the 
Berlin Zoo. Was it my black hair? Or my Charlie-Chaplin suitcase? . . . I suddenly felt 
so foreign in the Berlin subway with which I had practically grown up” (Kara, 21). 
The novel does not describe the gaze itself but rather, through internal focalization, 
foregrounds its disorienting effect on the protagonist, displacing him from the most 
familiar surroundings. As the proliferation of the question form in this passage indi-
cates, the gaze has this effect by forcing questions about the body, its shape, and its 
place in the world. The displacement that this self-interrogation produces comes in 
stages: at first, via the zipper, the protagonist wonders whether something is wrong 
with him that he has overlooked, something embarrassing that could happen to 
anyone and that could easily be fixed. Then, zooming out from his bodily presence 
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in the space he occupies to the status of his existence on the planet, he asks himself 
whether he is an alien from outer space. Next, he expresses a feeling of being looked 
at like a zoo animal. In both of these latter two instances, he expresses the sense that 
his humanity is put in question. The camel reference adds an orientalising dimension 
to this particular displacement as well as a sense of captivity, even if he imagines 
that animal at home in Berlin. This leads him to wonder whether it is his black hair, 
that is, a visible bodily feature, that causes the gaze. In other words, the protagonist 
is trying to place himself in the gaze of the other, he is trying to locate the place to 
which the gaze assigns him in order to realign gaze, self, and his ability to read his 
environment.45 What he ultimately settles on is feeling “foreign” (fremd), as a for-
eignness produced by others but squarely located within him, as the reflexive forms 
(“ich fühlte mich”; “ich kam mir … vor”) indicate. The final emphasis on growing 
up with the subway functions to remind the reader of the basis of this subject’s claim 
to the place that he inhabits.

Although the passage vacillates between humorous, hyperbolic description and 
rendering a sense of displacement and alienation, we can note how many of the 
components of racialization it displays. It is the nature of the gaze directed at his body 
in a mundane setting that leads the protagonist to start questioning himself, his own 
bodily comportment and even bodily constitution, in the process undoing his secure 
relationship to the space he occupies. Even without any explicit hostility, the objec-
tifying gaze itself is sufficient to suffuse his sense of self and being in the world with 
uncertainty, to un-settle him. We can also note that Hasan’s displacement happens on 
two levels simultaneously: the displacement from the position as “Western” he seeks 
to inhabit, and the displacement into a racialized position (“camel”) that he tries to 
resist. The shift is facilitated by a blockage of his own gaze that forces him instead 
to contend with the gazes of others. In this particular scene, the gaze is attributed 
to East Germans, though, as we will see, it is not limited to them. But the specificity 
of the encounter with East Germans lies in a Turkish-German native West Berliner 
attempting to perform as a Westerner, yet being thwarted because he is not seen as 
such by others. This short, but significant scene does not render explicit racism or 
even discrimination, but rather suggests—through the novel’s heightened attention 
to the dislocating effect unleashed by a gaze on the surface of the body—a fleeting, 
ambiguous moment of racialization, a moment, moreover, in whose uncertainty the 
novel lets the reader partake via its focalization.

Scenarios of Repetition
A single, ambivalent scene is not sufficient, of course, to establish that racialization is 
indeed at stake. Yet such moments recur, multiply, and escalate throughout the novel, 
building up their deforming impact on the protagonist. In the recurrence of such 
scenes—at times more fully elaborated, at other times briefly sketched—Selam Berlin 
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renders racialization’s crucial dimension of repetition by narrative means. Equally 
importantly, repetition also features within each of these scenes as a core element.

A major instance of repetition in the novel involves the search for housing, under-
scoring how much racialization revolves around “the politics of who gets to be at home, 
who gets to inhabit spaces, as spaces that are inhabitable for some bodies and not 
others.”46 The extended narration of a classic situation in the housing search stands 
in for others like it, underscoring the scene’s emblematic nature. The novel details 
how a room in the West Berlin district of Spandau that had been offered to Hasan on 
the phone suddenly becomes unavailable once the landlady sees him at her doorstep 
(Kara, 187–190). Arriving in good spirits, Hasan instead meets with immediate hostility 
by the landlady who upon seeing him exclaims, “No buy carpet,” assuming he is a 
peddler and does not speak much German (Kara, 188). After initially staying optimis-
tic, Hasan gradually realizes he cannot overcome the continued hostility expressed 
in the subsequent exchange. The way the novel frames this situation indicates that 
the rejection has nothing to do with Hasan’s “transcultural identity,” as some critics 
would have it, but rather with how his body is repeatedly seen, read, and on that basis 
blocked from access to basic necessities such as housing.47 His unaccented German 
on the phone leads the landlords to imagine a “blond, blue-eyed Hans,” Hasan sur-
mises, yet when he is at their door, “Asylum seeker! Foreigner! Knifer! it flashed in 
their eyes” (Kara, 190). Through references to “their doorsteps” and “their eyes,” the 
novel moves from the specific scene at hand to a repeated scenario that transcends 
one single encounter (Kara, 190, emphasis added). The present scene thus becomes 
legible as one in a series.

Repetition also marks interactions based on discursive exchange rather than 
anonymous gazes. Even after Hasan is finally accepted into a shared apartment in 
Schöneberg, his racialization continues, albeit under slightly different terms. His 
roommates, three young women from West German provincial towns, treat the native 
Berliner as an exotic object of anthropological interest, repeatedly questioning and 
confronting him with their own stereotypes about “Turks” (Kara, 201–202, 204–205). 
Yet neither Hasan’s explanations, nor his direct interactions with his roommates, 
nor their exposure to his actual lifestyle change their basic preconceptions, leaving 
him trapped in a cycle of repetition. The narrator notes the bodily impact of such 
interpellations: “I was left speechless. I swallowed hard.”48 In these questions, which 
purportedly are about “Turkish culture,” “culture” functions as another stand-in for 
racialized difference, in a phenomenon well-known as “culturalization.”49 In Selam 
Berlin, such repeated culturalization marks especially interpersonal exchanges with 
liberal interlocutors. Their culturalizing assumptions serve to produce a sense of dis-
placement even within the very home.50 The same pattern occurs in the protagonist’s 
interactions with Wolf, a West German film director described as a 68er, who uses 
Hasan as a native informant to selectively confirm his own ideas for his cliché-riddled 
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film about Turkish drug dealers in Kreuzberg.51 He expects Hasan to repeat what 
he already assumes about his home and does not allow for alternative accounts, as 
Hasan quickly realizes (Kara, 244–245). The repeated discursive ascriptions that 
dominate these scenes serve not so much to un-settle and eject the target—as the 
gaze in anonymous, public encounters does—but to fix and immobilize it.52 The 
novel thus stages two distinct but interlocking modes through which the repetitions 
of racialization create “blockage” for the subject.

The specific ascription that is repeated across these very different scenes, from 
Spandau and Schöneberg to Kreuzberg, is that of “Turk,” while Hasan’s own iden-
tification as a “Berliner” is almost always rebuffed by others who continuously treat 
“Turk” and “Berliner” as two incompatible categories. In such repeated readings of 
the body that lock it in an immutable and unbridgeable difference and thereby deny 
it access to both self-determination and resources, the novel indicates that “Turk” 
does not merely function as a nationality, ethnicity, or even culture, but as a racial-
ized category.53

Relational Racialization: “Turkishness” in the Context of “Jewishness” 
and “Blackness”
Even as racial formations assert unchangeable essences, their terms are contextual, 
ever-shifting, and relational. Just consider the fact that “Turk” as a central category 
of difference from the 1970s on has been largely upended by “Muslim” in post-2000s 
German discourse, reworking networks of discursive association with wide-ranging 
consequences.54 Though Islam is mentioned occasionally, Selam Berlin is firmly 
preoccupied with the racialization of “Turk” that was prevalent in the early 1990s, the 
setting of the 2003 novel, indicating its historical perspective. However, Selam Berlin 
approaches this racialization relationally, by probing its contours against the shapes, 
affects, and discourses mobilized by two other, differently racialized formations in 
the German context, namely Jewishness and Blackness.55 This exploration reveals, 
respectively, impositions, affinities, and differences, but also enables a momentary 
breakthrough beyond racelessness.

The novel presents both Jewishness and Blackness in heterogenous ways, but in 
each case as constellations that the protagonist encounters rather than seeks out.56 
This is particularly true for the pairing of “Turk” and “Jew.” While a Jewish character, 
violinist Vladimir from Riga, features late in the plot as Hasan’s rival for the attentions 
of both his lover and of filmmaker Wolf, elsewhere Jewishness functions in more 
phantasmatic, historically loaded ways into which Turkishness becomes interwoven. In 
an old-fashioned West Berlin pub described as “one of these pubs that have survived 
Hitler, war, building of the Wall, fall of the Wall, and everything else in this city,” which 
Hasan randomly enters to watch a World Cup soccer game, he not only receives an 
immediate hostile welcome but becomes the object of an explicitly racialized discourse 
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when two pub regulars loudly speculate about his identity: “That’s a Jew,” one says, 
and if he isn’t, “then he is a Turk, that comes out to the same thing.”57 The ensuing 
brief dialogue between the two customers revolves around circumcision as a site of 
joint (male) Jewish/Turkish bodily legibility. The novel cites here one strand of postwar 
West German discourse where “Turks” came to be stand-ins for “Jews” in the German 
imagination, transferring racialized affect.58 The racialization of Turkishness, in other 
words, in part derives from a historical transfer. This transfer has continuing effects 
in the present, the novel suggests, as Hasan ultimately has to flee a physical attack 
in the pub, marking the space as uninhabitable for racialized subjects.

In contrast to the externally imposed equation of Turkishness/Jewishness in the 
pub scene, there is little equation of Turkishness/Blackness in Selam Berlin but 
rather a constellation of explorative affinity.59 The novel underscores this affinity by 
introducing Blackness through the respective heterosexual love interests of secondary 
characters: Hasan’s cousin Leyla is dating Redford, an African American GI stationed 
in Berlin, while his best friend Kazim starts seeing Black British journalist Sukjeet from 
London. Both of these characters serve to introduce “race talk” as explicit discourse 
into the novel, making contemporary race conditionally speakable via figurations of 
Blackness. That this Blackness stems exclusively from elsewhere and does not include 
Black Germans underscores that the novel itself is not fully outside the parameters of 
German political racelessness, which projects both race and Black people primarily 
into the Anglophone realm.60

Instead of introducing an equation, the African American character’s discourse 
in particular serves to differentiate the racialization of Turkishness from Blackness.61 
In an argument that Hasan witnesses, Redford calls out his Turkish-German girl-
friend: “You cannot understand this, as a white woman” (Kara, 172). While Leyla 
accepts this interpellation as “white” without question, Hasan comments on it in 
his thoughts as an unusual way of viewing the world: “Black and white—white and 
Black. I had never thought of these two [people] in such a manner. I mean, for me 
they were Leyla and Redford. And basta!” (Kara, 172). Hasan thus asserts a default 
colorblindness. But this speaks to the character’s rather than the novel’s participation 
in political racelessness, because the exchange also leads the novel via its narrator to 
reflect on categories with which the protagonist is more familiar, such as “Arab” as 
a designation for Blackness in Turkey. In Germany, he further muses, the reigning 
category of difference is Ausländer (foreigner): “In Berlin, all the dark haired, dark 
skinned were foreigners” (Kara, 173). By identifying the label Ausländer as given 
on the basis of bodily markers (dark hair, dark skin), the novel suggests that this 
category revolves around phenotype rather than the legal category of citizenship. 
Without spelling it out much further, this observation also hints at a basic feature of 
political racelessness where ostensibly neutral, non-racial categories cover up racial 
thinking.62 Moving across these national contexts of racialization and their respective, 
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variable categories, the novel presents a glimpse of race as a “floating signifier.”63 
Turkishness, then, confronted with Blackness as something differently couched and 
imagined across national spheres, is identified as “white” in some instances, even as 
it is racialized in marked ways in Germany.64 Through Hasan’s reflections, the novel 
signals the uneven translatability of racialized categories across contexts, while probing 
their operations and making their relational construction legible.

Although the protagonist-narrator does not adopt “Black” and “white” as categories 
for other characters, “white” reappears in the novel in an unexpected but crucial 
moment of the protagonist’s deformation. After Kazim, who in his relaxed manner 
had been ignoring racism in Berlin, is nearly fatally attacked by a group of neo-Nazis 
on the subway, a fate Hasan himself narrowly escapes earlier that same day, the latter 
becomes filled with rage. He goes out looking for revenge and deliberately provokes 
a group of neo-Nazi teenagers before slamming the head of one of them against 
concrete. Describing an eruption of violence that seems completely out of character 
for the sympathetic protagonist, the novel provides the reader only with blankness in 
lieu of introspection, with the narrator merely exclaiming just before lashing out: “Ich 
sah nur noch Weiß” (All I could see was White, Kara, 346). The formulation plays 
on the expression “ich sah nur noch rot,” used to describe an eclipse of rationality 
due to arousal of anger. The non-idiomatic substitution of “white” for “red” in this 
particular moment, meanwhile, is a rare and notable departure from one of the nov-
el’s primary stylistic characteristics, namely its rich and joyful use of idioms that give 
the narration such a casually—and often humorously—colloquial tone throughout. 
Through this stylistic departure as well as the unusual decision to capitalize “White,” 
the moment becomes linguistically marked as telling a story outside conventional 
codes, one which revolves around seeing and naming whiteness in conjunction with 
violence. Highlighting whiteness in this manner, the novel provides a glimpse of 
the accumulative deformations of racialization as a moment not fully contained by 
political racelessness.

Affective Pedagogy and Readerly Experience
Critics have noted the didactic bent of Selam Berlin and we can see it at work in the 
protagonist’s reflections on the shifting nature of racial categories discussed above. 
Yet in scenes such as the one on the subway something else is happening. Instead 
of merely reporting racialization, the novel leads the reader through scenes in the 
narrative’s present that make the process of racialization palpable via focalization. 
Such scenes put the emphasis on how it feels to undergo this process, relaying its 
combination of uncertainty and unsettlement in the face of blockages. The weight 
of a gaze, the bodily impact of an ascription, the accumulation of such moments, 
these are some of the aspects that the novel conveys repeatedly to its reader and that 
constitute what I call its affective pedagogy about racialization.
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This affective pedagogy relies in part on the construction of its protagonist-nar-
rator’s knowledge about racialization as always only partial and ambiguous rather 
than already settled. The novel sets up this ambiguity from the start. When Hasan 
announces his intention to move back to Berlin, his brother warns him against it: 
“You will always be a Kanacke there, with or without Abitur, you will always be a 
Kanacke in Berlin!”65 In response to these warnings, Hasan seems to simply take a 
defiant position, telling himself: “So what, then I am a Kanacke!” (Kara, 19). This 
defiance evokes Feridun Zaimoglu’s 1995 book Kanak Sprak, which appropriates 
the racist slur as a negative self-assertion.66 Hasan thus appears to acknowledge the 
racialized future awaiting him in his hometown as self-evident. Yet it is clear that he 
only believes this abstractly for he hopes he can circumvent such a future.

Instead of deploying Kanak Sprak’s provocative reappropriation of a racialized 
position and identity, Hasan, whose primary identification after all is as “Berlinli” and 
not as “Kanacke,” yearns for alternative stories of upward mobility: “But I no longer 
wanted to hear this whining about bad prospects and foreigners and ‘blah blah blah.’ 
I was sick and tired of having to listen to stories about losers. Wasn’t there anyone 
who had made it from zero to one hundred?” (Kara, 16). Hasan cannot counter 
the evidence presented to him but he tries to steel himself against the onslaught 
of these debilitating narratives by simply closing his ears to them, so they become 
mere babble (“blah blah blah”). He thus takes a position of deliberate unknowing, 
through which he attempts to carve out space for unmarked agency. As the novel’s 
principal focalizer, this unknowing simultaneously functions as the vantage point from 
which the novel takes the reader through moments of racialization as they unfold in 
various scenes. The strategic nature of this choice becomes even clearer when we 
consider that the novel presents a more knowing perspective only to bypass it. The 
activist figure of Leyla who sees and names racism without hesitation encapsulates 
that alternative vantage point and underscores that the novel knows about political, 
historical, theoretical considerations vis-à-vis racial formations.67 But it is specifically 
the construction of Hasan as “unknowing” that enables the novel to facilitate and 
highlight the move from abstract knowledge to experiential knowledge—both on the 
part of the protagonist and that of the reader.

In a number of scenes, the novel activates this narratively produced experiential 
knowledge as a call to the reader. One such scene occurs late in the novel on the 
film set where a fellow extra confronts Hasan with a barrage of clichés, stereotypes, 
and ascriptions while he is eating his lunch: “Muslim and [eating] pork sausage. Is 
that possible? . . . But you are a Tuuurk . . . and Muslim . . . Where do you come 
from? . . . But German is not your mother tongue. . . . In your homeland everything 
is so different . . . Do you actually understand German?”68 As the novel simply keeps 
describing Hasan eating his sausage during this monologic rundown, the reader is put 
in the position of the addressee, having to endure this rhetorical onslaught. By this 
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point, the reader is deeply familiar with the protagonist and knows the absurdity of 
all the ascriptions thrown at him, such as the question of his command of German. 
The protagonist’s silence then forces readers to experience, once again, what it is 
like to be repeatedly subjected to such moments and invites them to formulate their 
own response. The scene on the film set is one of a number of similar scenes and is 
also reminiscent of other minority stagings of one-sided racializing monologue and 
address. Both Aysel Özakin and May Ayim have written poems that stage this imbal-
ance, this barrage of stereotype and misinformation.69 This seemingly “silent strategy” 
addresses the problematic of writing racialization in the absence of vocabulary and 
in the face of the difficulty of being heard by putting the reader in the position of the 
unresponsive racialized subject.

Through this particular mode of address to the reader, the book approximates a 
readerly experience not just of repetition but of the “structural and temporal depth” 
and the “thickness of the flesh” that is a fundamental component of racialization. This 
is not to say that the reader is racialized, but rather that the reader is exposed to the 
process of racialization over and over again, thereby approximating a “virtual” sense 
of “thickness.” In Selam Berlin, “thickness,” as a central component of racialization, 
is thus not a feature of a particular character’s experience but a narratively produced 
effect on the reader, and with it, a means of affective pedagogy.

Conclusion
Political racelessness, as we have seen, is based on the disavowal of the workings of 
race in the here and now and the projection of those workings onto the past and/or 
faraway places. In Germany and continental Europe more broadly, it is the dominant 
frame for race, one that creates numerous problems for racialized subjects and forces 
them to find strategies to either function within or, more contentiously, work against 
it. The crucial mechanism of political racelessness is amnesia, a forgetting of the local 
emergence, particular codes, and ongoing impact of race “here.” To narrate race 
and racism and yet remain within the popular fold, so to speak, requires a delicate 
balancing act between knowing and forgetting about it. Submerged in Selam Berlin’s 
plethora of story lines, citational allusions, idiomatic playfulness, and changing milieus 
and moods, this essay has sought to show, is also a story of racialization, albeit one 
that moves in a non-linear fashion between remembering and forgetting that very 
fact. After all, its protagonist starts out with a strong identification as a joyfully hybrid 
“Berlinli” who no longer wants to live in “transit” yet after his constant racialization 
as a “Turk,” a category treated in that context as synonymous with non-belonging, 
finally gives up his efforts and on the night of German unification reimagines himself 
instead as a “nomad” on a global map (Kara, 17, 18, 382). If most critics read this 
ending as a happy one, it is both because of the upbeat tone the protagonist reclaims 
(over and over again in the novel) and because the novel no longer reminds us of this 
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original goal. Rather than confronting the amnesia at the heart of racelessness, then, 
the novel seeks to mobilize amnesia both for its protagonist’s agency and for its own 
project of affective pedagogy. This strategy cannot ultimately overcome racelessness, 
since knowledge about race is always only precariously and temporarily present in the 
novel. But it makes some space to render the particular experience of racialization—as 
a “novelty” for some and as a recognizable structure for others—in surprising detail. 
Repetition, we have seen, is central for the production of racialization. But it is also 
a necessary element of its undoing. As such, we can read Selam Berlin’s affective 
pedagogy as part of an ongoing, broader effort to insist on repeating stories of racial-
ization in the face of their dismissal as one step in the long process of countering 
racialized structures.
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